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 At the end of May I attended Book Expo America and SLJ’s Day of Dialog. After attending last 

year I was excited to visit again. With this experience under my belt I believe I had a very productive and 

efficient trip. 

 I was very impressed with SLJ’s Day of Dialog last year – a really great value for the price – so I 

was happy to be able to attend again this year. Brian Selznick presented a keynote address about his 

forthcoming illustrated children’s book, The Marvels.He described The Marvels as the last installment of 

a “thematic trilogy” that includes the acclaimed and popular The Invention of Hugo Cabret and 

Wonderstruck. Both of these previous titles remain very popular in our juvenile collections, and I 

anticipate The Marvels (out in September ’15) will be as well. 

 One interesting panel featured five authors and illustrators who create books about 

environmental topics, including Paul Fleischman, Louis Sachar, and Anita Silvey. Their discussion 

reminded me of the continued importance of including books about nature in our children’s collections. 

Environmentalism and conservation an increasingly important topic for children growing up in a time of 

climate change. Great books about nature, however, also imbue awareness of the world’s history and 

the importance of connectedness, community, and social justice. It was great to hear these authors talk 

about how they approach these heavy topics while remaining sensitive to the child reader. 

 The panel on middle school books was as funny as it was informative. Authors Lisa Graff, Tim 

Federle, Luke Reynolds, Rebecca Stead, and Rita Garcia-Williams discussed how they approach writing 

for middle school readers, and how middle school books differ from traditional children’s chapter books 

and older YA novels. One repeated sentiment was that middle school aged students are struggling with 

discovering their true, individual identities as they witness the “death” of their childhoods, which these 

authors reflect in their work. I was especially taken by Rita Garcia-Williams’s comments about what she 

referred to as “the death of girlhood” in the black community, which led to a discussion about the 

importance of maintaining diverse collections of high-quality literature for all ages and interests.  

  



 At Book Expo the next day, I focused my attention ebooks. I attended a panel on how ebooks, 

libraries, and vendors can work together to increase access to ebooks. No easy solutions were 

presented, but hearing different parties discuss their interests, goals, and ideas for the future of this 

changing media was certainly enlightening. I also talked to some children’s publishers about President 

Obama’s ebook campaign, as we are participating with the associated ConnectEd library card challenge. 

Most publishers were reticent to talk details – we are all in a “wait and see” period, it seems – but all 

were similarly excited for this new opportunity to reach the youngest readers. I also paid a visit to 

Midwest’s Hoopla booth to check in on their forthcoming ebook lending program. I was specifically 

interested in their children’s offerings – I was curious to see how they addressed the formatting issues 

presented by transforming early readers and picturebooks into digital format. While they did not have 

any picturebooks to demonstrate for me, they do have an innovative viewing format for children’s 

graphic novels that looks very fun and flexible. Here’s to hoping Midwest is able to sign on some more 

desirable children’s publishers in the future – in my experience with patrons, the Hoopla app is much 

more accessible than Overdrive, but as of right now their book selection just isn’t as desirable. 

 

  

  

 


